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This article is supported by...
The Wild Format
guides are intended
to expand awareness
and understanding of
the craziness that can
be created on wide
format digital printing
devices, from floors
to lampshades and
everything in between.
These guides are made
possible by Digital
Dots with generous
support from HP,
Techkon and Zünd.

ISO Standards Update
Printing and environmental impact
mitigation have had a long and
controversial history. On the one hand
there are still too many people who dish
the industry as an environmental hooligan.

We hope you enjoy
the articles and that
you put into practise
what you learn. If you
want to talk about it,
go to our LinkedIn
group at http://
linkdin/1pkeLH1

On the other there is the basics of why
print is a such a sustainable industry:
recycling, efficiency, print on demand and
process automation all ensure that print is
a sustainable industry sector. Print media
products have a one time environmental
impact and there are no emissions
generated when they are used. This is in
stark contrast to the considerable emissions
associated with electronic media, from
email to gaming.
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ISO’s environmental standards have played

despite concerted efforts by vested interests

a part in print’s improved environmental

to prevent progress. ISO 16759 for instance

impact, although the need to compete

outlines requirements for carbon footprint

and to offer value added services to print

calculations for individual print runs. It

buyers has played a bigger role. The advent

specifies the requirements for working

of open systems created an extremely

out the carbon footprint of all processes,

competitive environment for traditional

technologies and materials used to produce

developers building bespoke and highly

a print media product, based on the

proprietary technologies. Prepress was

information available to the user. The idea

a controlled and protected preserve,

is to look at the processes and materials

which made it especially vulnerable to the

involved in producing print, and to quantify

disruption that standard platforms and

them and their carbon footprint in a

operating systems brought. Going direct

meaningful way.

to plate and subsequently direct to press,
took further processes, costs and chemicals

The implementation of ISO 16759 is not

out of production, removing their related

restricted to any particular print sector, so

environmental aspects in the process.

it is relevant for all wide format digital print
media production as well as offset and

ISO standards for
cutting impacts

gravure. If you are working on a particular

The role of ISO standards has been to

its carbon footprint, ISO 16759 can help

standardise processes in order to deliver

you to work it out.

wild format project and you want to know

even more process efficiency. Many printing
companies are certified for compliance to

There are a couple of other ISO standards

ISO 14001 for Environmental Management

developed within the group responsible

Systems. This document provides a

for ISO 16759. ISO 20294 for calculating

framework for continual improvement

the carbon footprint of electronic media is

in environmental aspect and impact

a companion document to ISO 16759. It

quantification and mitigation.

was developed so that the carbon footprints
of the two media types can be fairly

Efforts within ISO technical committees

compared.

to improve and make accountable the
overall environmental impact of print have

ISO 20690 outlines how to go about

produced several worthwhile documents,

working out the energy consumption of
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a digital printing device, particularly high
speed devices designed for long runs. There
is a similar document that is perhaps more
interesting within the wide format digital
printing community. ISO 21632 explains
how to measure the electricity usage for
machines that have lots of stops and starts.
The idea with both ISO 21632 and ISO
20690 is to provide a basis for like-for-like
comparisons when looking to buy or use
the most energy efficient production digital
press.

Process control,
efficiency, emissions and
waste reduction
The standards mentioned so far are all
specifically for environmental impact
mitigation and accountability. However
there are numerous data and process
control related standards that arguably have
done more to improve print’s efficiency and

Standards are important. It’s unlikely that the carbon
footprint for the printing of this snowboard was
calculated. But it is highly likely that the printing data
was delivered to the service provider as a PDF.

The development of the PDF/X series (ISO
15930) is especially relevant for process

resource usage. Standards such as PDF (ISO

control and efficiency, leading to waste

32000-2) have made electronic document

reductions in the printing sector. This

interchange a commonplace, and PDF

collection of standards has been evolving for

and the PDF-X series have been important

many years, with new versions introduced

drivers in the move to softproofing and

with every update to PDF. The most recent

electronic document approvals. Much

documents are all based on PDF 2.0

of this type of activity takes place on the

introduced in 2017.

computer screen rather that with hard
copies which means a substantial cut in the

PDF/X specifications restrict what a PDF

amount of consumables and transport used

can contain so that it will pass through

to get proofs approved.

prepress checking and into production
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Keeping track of the data. Standard formats such as CxF (ISO 17972) ensure that data is traceable and can be used in
different environments and across different production systems.

without halts. This facilitates automation

instance in a variable format print job,

and ensures that the PDF will print as

optionally including ICC profiles for images.

expected, so it also cuts out the need for

It also allows for the printing of the same

additional proofing cycles. Which version

job across devices. PDF/X-6 is on track for

of PDF/X you choose to use depends on

publication in 2020.

the technology your print service provider
is using and the complexity of your job.

Other standards such as ISO 17972, the

If the service provider still works with an

colour exchange format known as CxF,

older version of PDF, such as 1.6 or 1.7, this

have improved the exchange of colour

will determine which PDF/X specification

data so that we can be much less wasteful

you should use. Most relevant for PDF

in managing document production.

2.0 processing is PDF/X-6 which supports

ISO 17972 allows you to share colour

layers and transparency and which will

measurement and metadata electronically

have extensions for external graphics, for

and it has several parts. These are organised
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to work with different workflows, but

for the industry, since it aligns so closely

CxF files can be used in electronic media

with improving performance and profits.

systems as well.

Environmental impact mitigation efforts
invariably lead to waste reduction and

The eXtensible Metadata Platform (XMP)

improved process control.

is another example of how ISO standards
for data processing have helped cut waste

– Laurel Brunner

and so environmental impact. XMP embeds
data about content into a document and
can be as basic as the date the file was
created or extremely complicated. You
can transport whole histories of a file
for instance right down to when and by
whom the file was opened. This makes
for very efficient document management
and traceability. ISO 16684 is currently
undergoing a revision and another version
of it is being worked on. This addition will
allow for the management of metadata
across files, so you could collect all the files
relating to an individual or service provider
for instance. The writers of this document
have high hopes that it will be useful for
random content access and aggregation,
and for archiving applications.
ISO graphics technology standards are
tools for management, processes and
products that help businesses to reduce

The Digital Dots team specialises in
consulting and editorial for digital
prepress, printing and publishing
technologies. This includes research,
testing, evaluation and content
services for publishers, printers and
print buyers.
This fourth Wild Format Series is the
latest in a long line of educational
projects for graphic arts professionals,
including designers and content
originators. We also publish http://
spindrift.click, a subscriber supported
premium content website with readers
all over the world and a sharp focus on
technology.
We work on various ISO committees
developing standards for print production and the environment, and we are
accredited auditors for ISO 12647-2
and ISO 9001 in the UK and Sweden.
You can find out more about us at
http://digitaldots.org.

error rates and waste, and to get the
most out of the technologies they use,
from inks and data through to the press
and finishing. Improving print media’s
environmental impact is a constant concern
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